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Empirical free energy calculations were done for two X-ray DNA-protein complexes. Complex forma-

tion energies were estimated for the phage 434 repressor and the 434 era protein, both in complex with wild-

type versions of their respective nucleic acid bindi~g sites. The resulting quantities were subdivided according

to the relative contributions of hydrophobicity, electrostatics and entropy (including both conformational

changes and those pertinent to physical association of complex components). The non-linearized finite differ-

ence Poisson-Boltzmann equation was solved over a range of salt concentrations to determine magnitudes of

coulombic and desolvation effects. Though approximate at best, results confirmed (I) the importance of cen-

trally located charged protein residues that do not make direct contact with the DNA, (2) explicit protein back-

bone interactions with DNA, and (3) the varied parts of the two proteins used to harness the energy of binding.

Although a large difference exists between calculated and experimentally measured free energy values, these

can be reconciled by assuming that:::: 1.5 e.u. (about 0.4-0.5 kcal at room temperature) of DNA vibrational

and/or conformational entropy is lost for every basepair torsion in contact with the protein. Such a conclusion

supports an "indirect readout" ("compound recognition") hypothesis of DNA binding specificity, wherein

sequence-dependent differences in protein-DNA interaction are due to the topological peculiarities of the

interactions rather than intrinsic chemical differences alone.

Introduction

Empirical free energy calculations have been used successfully to delineate contribu-

tions to specificity in protein-protein complexes to the atomic level (reviewed in, e.g., Vajda

et at. 1997, Ajay & Murcko 1995). For example, the idea of an "energetic" or "functional"

epitope, first postulated from such empirical estimates (Novotny et al. 1989) was subse-

quently confirmed by site-directed and alanine-scanning mutagenesis of a number of protein-

protein systems (e.g., Jin et at. 1992). In this communication, we report on our first attempt to

estimate the Gibbs free energy of association of the bacteriophage 434 and era proteins with

their cognate DNA oligomers. The X-ray crystallographic structures of these two complexes

(Mondragon & Harrison 1991, Shimon & Harrison 1993) as well as the approximate free
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energy of association (Koudelka et at. 1987,Takeda et at. 1992) have been known for some

time. These two structures were selected because great conformational changes were under-

gone by neither the protein nor the DNA (Harrison et al 1988), hence providing an example

of an approximately rigid, "Iock-and-key" type of macromolecular association (Harrison et at.

1988).

From the technical point of view, electrostatic binding energy calculations on highly

charged (e.g., DNA) molecules present special difficulties (cf., e.g., Sharp & Honig 1990).

This report gives a brief description of the Gibbs free energy function used, the conditions

necessary for the solution of the non-linear Poisson-Boltzmann equation, and the results of

said calculations, with emphasis placed on the aforementioned "indirect readout" hypothesis.

Methods

The AMBER94 parameters and partial atomic charges (Cornell et at. 1995; see also,

e.g., Cheatham & Kollman 1996, 1997)were used throughout our calculations.

The formal concepts of free energy attribution arising from noncovalent complex for-

mation remain the same as before (Novotny et at. 1989,1997). Gibbs free energy (or ~G) is

considered to be comprised of hydrophobic effect, electrostatic interactions, and entropic

changes (either conformational changes in the solute, or changes in association between

solute components or solvent with solute).

In the most current of our communications (Novotny et at. 1997), our free energy

function's form proposes that the hydrophobic "force" (solvent entropy differences associ-

ated with a change of solvent/solute interface), ~GHB'is directly proportional to the size of

the said interface, as defined by its molecular surface, and hence:

~GHB =0.07 x (MolecularSuifaceDifference) [kcal];

(the hydrophobic scaling constant, 70 cal/mol/A2, is that suggested by Tunon et at. in 1992).

The program CONGEN (CONformational GENerator) employs the GEPOL (pascual-Ahuir

& Silla 1990) algorithm to construct the molecular surface. These were assembled into

CONGEN ANALYSIS tables in conjunction with corresponding residue and peptide chain

sums.
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Conformational entropy changes or T!1CFwere estimated by the simplified formula

T!1SCF =RTln( NJ;.ee )
NfJound

where R is the gas constant, 1.987 cal/mol; T is temperature in degrees Kelvin; Nfree and

NfJoundare the number of torsions available in the free and the bound state, respectively. The

numbers of available conformations, Nfree and Nbound,were enumerated by CONGEN confor-

mational searches over the preferred side chain rotamers.

The electrostatic effects were obtained from the equation !1G = l/2fp<I>(r), «I>(r), elec-

trostatic potential as a function of position). These calculated effects include the formation

and breaking of hydrogen bonds, the solvation and desolvation of charges, and pure coulom-

bic effects. In our analysis, these were obtained from the non-linear Poisson-Boltzmannequa-

tion or,

-V.E(r)V<I>(r)+12 [<I>(r)]= 41tp(r)

(wherein E(r) is the dielectric constant as a function of position, r; l( is the Debye-Huckel con-

stant; p is electric charge density). The finite difference approximation of the Poisson-

Boltzmann equation, FDPB, assigns molecules to a three-dimensional rectangular grid, with

atomic point charges, and dielectric constant values (E =78 for the solution, E =4 inside the

solute), distributed on the grid points nearest to their actual locations. The field equations are

then solved for the values of the electrostatic potential for each grid point, by numerical itera-

tion over the very many finite difference equations describing field differences between the 6

pairs of orthogonal, neighboring.grid points, i andj. The equation employed is:

6

1(7<1>i+LEi/<I>i - <l>j) = pih2
j=l

(h, point-to-point distance, i.e., grid spacing). CONGEN's use of the FDPB algorithm features

adjustable rectangular grids suitable for macromolecular calculations, a scheme for the uni-

form assignment of charge such that unfavorable grid energies are avoided, and smoothing

algorithms that alleviate problems associated with the highly irregular nature of macromolec-

ular dielectric boundaries and/or the discretization of space arising from the gridding scheme.

It has been known that the infinite self-energy of a point charge embedded in the Maxwell

electrostatic field becomes, in the FDPB algorithm, a grid size-dependent component of the
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potential (the so called "grid energy"). This energy tends to grow to very large values as the

grid itself becomes smaller (Le., commensurate with, or smaller than, atomic dimensions, or

approximately I A ). Therefore, the paradox lies in the fact that smaller grids, although they

better approximate the details of molecular shapes, have proportionally larger energies, and

hence comparably larger errors when positions of molecules on the grid are varied. This

makes subtractive calculation:

D.GEL,binding = D.GEL,colllplex- D.GEL,prolein - D.GEL,ONA-

with sufficient numerical precision difficult. As communicated before (Bruccoleri 1993, Bruc-

coleri et al. 1997) the uniform charge assignment scheme, harmonic averaging of dielectric

points and charge anti-aliasing have greatly reduced problems with grid energies, as well as

those associated with the steepness, shape and discretization of dielectric boundaries.

The calculations with the FDPB were done with the CONOEN program using 0.8 A

grid, with uniformcharging(Bruccoleri1993),anti-aliasingand 15~pointharmonicsmooth-

ing. A 8 Agrid margin was maintained around the molecules. Dielectric constant of the sol-

vent was set to 78, that of the solute to 4. Calculations were carried out at room temperature

(300° K) at the solvent ionic strength =0.15. Molecular surfaces were calculated using the

OEPOL algorithm as implemented in CONOEN; the sphere overlap factor was set to 0.7. A

single electrostatic energy determination consisted of 10 independent subtractive calculations,

each with a different relative position of the molecules on the spatial grid. Positional error on

the average, was approximately I% of the calculated value (Table 5). A single subtractive

calculation consisted from 3 electrostatic potential evaluations, all on the same grid: (i) the

complete DNA-proteincomplex, (ii) the protein alone, and (iii) the DNA alone.

Due to the high charge density of the phosphodiester backbone of the nucleic acid

duplex, the finite difference Poisson-Boltzmann equation had to be solved in its non-linear

form. The nonlinear regime for computation often converges slowly or not at all. After a

series of trial calculations aimed at identifying the optimal parameters for good solutions we

employed a very large maximum iteration limit (40,000 iterations) with the convergence

(tolerance) limit 0.00001. The under-relaxation parameter was set to 0.3. With our hardware,

an SOl 24-processor ONYX workstation with 2 OB of RAM, one set of binding energy calcu-

lations typically completed in 12 to 24 hours.
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Results

In our empirical scheme, individual binding energy terms are calculated as atoinic pro-

pertiesthat are latersummedintotablesand presentedas the individualcontributionsof resi-

dues and molecules.

Table 1.Calculated Gibbs free energies

t Calculated as I:1G=O.6XL\GHB+ O.4XL\GEL+ 1.3x(T /),SCF+ T /),SAS),(see Novotny et at. 1997).

CALCULA TED COMPONENT PROTEIN

434 Repressor 434 CRO

Contact molecular

surface [..\2]
2104 2273

I:1GHB -147.3 -159.1

[kcal]

I:1GEL 12.1 -3.8

[kcal]

T/),SCF
2.8 3.9

[kcal]

T/),SAS
15 15

(estimate, see Finkelstein & Janin 1989)

I:1GTOTAL
:::-60t :::-69t

[kcal]

1:1 G EXP ER 1M ENTAL

-10.3 -9.5
[kcal]
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Figure 1. Least-squares superposition of the bacteriophage 434 repressor-DNA and cro-DNA complexes with crystaUographically resolved water molecules
shown as van der Waals spheres
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Table I summarizes the hydrophobic, electrostatic and entropic contributions of the

molecules subjected to the computational analysis. Large protein-DNA contact areas, and

their correspondingly large hydrophobic effects, dominate the energetics. We must note that

the electrostatic contribution is relatively small in comparison. The calculations, as noted in

Table 2, were carried out for various ionic strengths including 0.018 M salt, i.e. the salt con-

centration used in the experimental binding constant determinations.

Both complexes contained crystallographically resolved water molecules that were, as a

rule, found at different locations in the two different complexes (Figure 1). In particular,

number of the water molecules localized in the major groove of the repressor DNA was not

clearly visible in the era structure. In view of these difficulties, and in the absence of contro-

verting data, we believe that the continuous model of hydration, as implicitly adopted in our

formulas, represents a reasonable and convenient initial approximation to the energetics of

DNA-protein binding.

An examination of the energetically most important repressor and era residues

uncovered similarities as well as differences in the way these two proteins engaged their cog-

nate DNA sites. Approximate energetics of repressor binding, dissected into individual side

chain contributions, pointed out important roles of the several charged arginine side chains

engaged in both electrostatic and large contact area (hydrophobic) interactions with the DNA

molecules.

Discussion.

The numerical precision of our FDPB solutions (results within a fraction of a kilo-

calorie, Novotny et al. 1997) has been achieved in this calculation as well (Table 2). One

remaining source of uncertainty lies with the presence of water at the proteinlDNA interface,

a phenomenon that has not been treated explicitly. On this point the crystallographic data

seem to be inconsistent (there is no established or uniform pattern of DNA solvation in the

two crystal structures) and the theoretical framework of binding energy calculations with

explicit water molecules is only now being formulated (cf., e.g., Novotny & Bajorath 1996).

It is our belief that the continuum model used in these computations is the best possible

approximation presently available.
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Table 2. Calculated electrostatic binding energies for bacteriphage 434

repressor-DNA and CRO-DNA at different salt concentrations

t:.GEL[kcal]
IONIC STRENGTH

repressor-DNA CRa-DNA

The most conspicuous feature of Table 1 is the great discrepancy between the calcu-

lated and experimentally determined values of Gibbs free energies. Although past work

achieved accuracy of the MG calculation within about 1.3 kcal (Novotny et al. 1997), the

current error appears to be much larger (some 50 kcal or, ::::500%). One possible explanation

for the missing energy can be found in the "indirect readout" hypothesis (Draper 1993, Spolar

& Record 1994). Recent experimental evidence (Lesser et al. 1993) and thermodynamic

measurements (Takeda et al. 1992) seem to support the postulate that, upon protein binding,

concerted sequence-specific changes in DNA structure occur that optimize binding

specificity. It than follows that some of the free energy of binding would have to be expended

on conformational changes in the DNA molecule. The conformational-entropic content of

DNA structure in solution is poorly understood but is assumed to be rather large. It is known,

however, that there are 10 torsional degrees of freedom for every single basepair in the forms

of 2' and 3' endo- and exo-deoxyribose puckers, two torsions each on the 5' and 3' O-side of

the phosphate group, and the glycosidic bond which covalently links the ribose sugar and the

pyrimidine or purine bases. Assuming, for the sake of simplicity, that each torsion oscillates

in solution between no more than two distinct yet equienergetic states, a complete immobili-

zation of ten 2-state rotators/vibrators would carry an approximate conformational entropy

0.000 -31. 9:1:0.4 -64.8:1:0.8

0.018 12.1:1:0.4 -3.8:1:0.7

0.100 19.1:1:0.4 5.7:1:0.6

0.500 24.l:!:0.4 12.2:1:0.6

1.000 25.8:1:0.4 14.4:1:0.6
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cost of 10x [RTln(Vl)] :::: 4 kcal. As 13 basepairs are found in intimate contact with the

protein in both the repressor and em complexes, as much as 52 kcal of free energy of binding

may become lost upon binding.

Perhaps a more realistic picture of DNA flexibility would be that of more global con-

formational shifts spreading beyond the basepairs in immediate contact with the protein, and

only partially immobilized, but with a comparable conformational entropy penalty. Neverthe-

less, the conjectural 52 kcal of energy cost is commensurate with our missing free energy,

i.e., 50 kcal for the repressor and 59 kcal for the era protein (cf. Table 1).

In our opinion, the only alternative explanation for the large excess of calculated free

energiesof bindingcouldbe foundin possibledestabilizingeffectsof ::::30 watermolecules

passively trapped at the protein-DNA interface. Simple estimates of water energetics at

macromolecular interface (Dunitz 1994;Novotny & Bajorath 1996) do point to mostly desta-

bilizing or, approximately at best, neutral contributions. In this case, the unfavorable

translational/rotationalentropychangeof water immobilization(:::: 2 kcal) is partlycompen-

sated for by intermolecular, water/protein and/or water/DNA, hydrogen bonds. Yet, in our

case, the probability that many destabilizing water molecules are trapped passively at an

intermolecular interface so heavily populated with formally charged groups seems small. In

the situation of such an electron-rich environment, one must expect water to be engaged in

hydrogen-bonding networks that are, in general, energetically favorable (Novotny et al. 1990,

Rejto & Verkivker 1997). This type of hydration would imply water molecules to be tightly

bound to the oligonucleotide prior to complex formation (Shakked et al. 1994) and therefore

entering into the bimolecular binding reaction: protein - hydrated DNA, with no

translationallrotationalentropy penalties.

In summary, the current study represents our first approximate account of binding ener-

getics of protein-DNA complexes. In our view, the results point towards the possibility of

large DNA conformational entropy shifts on protein ligation, however, more computational

and crystallographicwork will be needed for final resolution of all the issues.
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